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Em4MmY

A method for determining lateral stability derivatives from f13ght
measurements is obtaimed by arranging the lateral equations of motion in
such form that information from each of the three modes of lateral motion
may be utilized. This method permits determination of all the important

s derivatives withaut requiring an estimation of any of the derivatives.
The results of an error an-is me given to show the effects of errors
in the measured quantities on the accuracy of each stability derivative

● for three representative airplanes.

INTRODUCTION

Calculated and measured wind-tumnel values of the aerdynsmic lateral
stability derivatives me necessery in the desig of w modern airplane.
Because of the uncertainty of determination of many of the derivatives
from theory or from wind-tunnel tests, however, flight measurements of
the derivatives are desirable to check the values assumed in the design -
and to protide a basis for further improvement of the aerodynamic
characteristics.

Several.methods have been ~qmsed for determining lateral stability
derivatives from flight tests by snalyzing trsnsient or frequency-response
data. (For example, see refs. 1 to 3.) These methods allow determination

—

of all the important derivatives. One method, known as the vector method
(ref. 3), allows some insight into the effect of errors in the flight
measurements on the accuracy of the derivatives. In this method, which

—

utilizes data from the Dutch roll mode alone, two of the derivatives mush
be estimated or assumed in order to evaluate the others.

.
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The purpose of this paper is to present a meth@i in which the char- t

acteristic-sof the spiral and roll-subsidence modes as weKl as those of
the Dutch roll mode are utilized in an effort to obtain all the important F
derivatives. In general, separate flight tests are needed to measure as
accurately as possible the characteristics of the three modes. An error
analysis is made to show the accuracy of fli@rb measurements required to
prcyiucea.desired accuracy of each stability derivative for three repre-
sentative airplanes.
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q lateral-force coefficient, IalxxsJ.force

+%

%P=g
2V

D differential operator, d/ds

D1 Dutch roll root

‘1,r real portion of Dutch roIL root

%, i imaginary portion of Dutch roll root

D2 root of roll-subsidence motion

D3 root of spiral motion

(%(%(?-),ratio of nontiensional rolling velocity to @e of
sideslip in Dutch roll, roll-subsidences a spiral

modes, respectively

(7)<(?)$(?)3ratio of nondimensional yawing velocity to angle of
sideslip in Dutch roll, rolLsibsidence, and spiral
modes, respectively

h altitude, ft

% constants, functions of measurable flight quantities
(n varies from lto3$l)
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nondimensional radius of

~~ :

ation in roll about longitudinal

stability axis,

nondimensional radius of

stability exis,
~~i’a’

nondimensional product-of-inertia parameter}

[-(%?y+(%$]sin, co.,

radius of gyration in roll about principal longitudinal
Sxis, ft

kz,o radius of ~ation in yaw about principal vertical axis, ft

m mass of airplane, slugs
b

P rolling angular velocity, d$/dt, radians/see

r yawing angular velocity, d+jdt, radhns/sec
-.

s wing area, sq f%

s nondimensional time parsmeter,based on span, vt/b

t time, sec

v airspeed, ft/sec

v lateral velocity, ft/sec

w weight of airplane, lb

X,Y,z stabillty coordinate axes (defined in fig. 1)

P angle of sideslip,
$’

radians

T inclination of’principd. longitudinal axis of airplane
with respect to fL@ht path, positive when principal
axis is above flight path at nose, deg

P relative density factor, m/pSb
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P IU8SS density Of ail?,Shl@/CU ft

$ - of roll, radians

$ angle of yaw, radians

DE’VEIQPMENTOF METHOD

5

Equations

The present method for determining lateral stability derivatives
from flight measurements depends on arranging the latersl equations of
motion In such a form that information from each of the three latersl
modes of motion may be utilized. In this section the original equations
of motion sme @v& in standsrd form and

Af3sumptions.-
made:

(1)

(2)

(3)

There are
and yaw

After the

The usual assumptions

only three degrees of

*

airplane is
fixed in their trim

The disturbed motions

then in modified-form.

of lateral stability theory are

freedom: sideslip ~, roll ~,

disturbed, all aerodynamic controls are
position

sre assuned to be small.

Hfications of standard equations of lateral motion.- The linesr,
second-order, simultaneous differential equations of lateral motion
referred to stability axes (see fig. 1) for the condition of controls
fixed in level flight are as follows:

Side force:

+@ - CyB)+@(-CL - &YpD) + V(@D - &rD) = O

RolJdng moment:

(1)

.

“
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Yawing moment:

q-c.,)+-$+IJJ%ZD2- frp) +-+P.z’D2- $rp) =o (5)

Equations (1) to (3) are expressed in a form best suited for deter-
mination of the resultant motions (~, ~, and ~) from known system .“ -
constants. The present paper-is concerned with the converse problem,
that of determination of the system constants (stability derivatives)
from measured resultant motions. In this procedure, the lamwn quantities
are the values of period and damping, or time constsnts, of the various

-

mcdes of motion expressed mathematically as certain values of the -
operator D and ratios of the measured quantities #,
each mode of motion. If equations (1) to (3) are each
and the terms regrouped, the equations we obtained in
for the preseti analysis.

Side force:

~, and ~ in
dividedby ~
a form suitable —

Rolling moment:

Yawing moment:

(5)

.-

(6)

Basis of the Wthod

The present method is based on certain-relationsdeveloped in the
theory of linear differential equations with constant coefficients. These
relations we proved in most textbooks on differential.equations.

The operator D gay be hendled as an algebraic quantity in the
equations of motion. In the usual.process of solving these equations,
the roots of the characteristic equation are obtained (ref. 4). A
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complex value of D corres~nding
oscillatory mode, the frequency of
psrt of D and the dsmping to the

7

to one of these roots represents an
which is &lated to the imaginsry
real part. A real value of D

represents sm exponential convergence or divergence. In the case of
the lateral eqpations of motion, a small real root represents the spiral
mode, a large negative real root represents the roll-subsidence mode,
amd a complex root represents the Dutch roll mode.

In each mode of motion, the variables q, $, and 13 maintain given
ratios. In the ca8e of nonoscillatory mode, these ratios sre real quanti-
ties. In the case of oscillatory modes these ratio,s=e complex quantities,
the mddi of which give the amplitude ratios between the vsriables, and
the angles of which give the phase angles. These ratios may also be
treated as algebraic quantities in equaticnm (4), (~), and (6). This
procedure was pointed out in reference ~. -.

If the airplane is disturbed h any manner and the controls returned
to the trim position, the transient motion may be expressed as the sum of
contributions of the three modes of motion. Because the eqwtions of
motion are Hnearj the principle of superposition applies. This principle
states that, if any transient responses which satisfy the equations of
motion are added, the resulting response also satisfies the equations of
motion. Since any response which satisfies the eqwtions of motion con-
sists of contributions of the three modes, each of these modes must
separately satisfy the eqmtions of motion. This result is used in the
present smalysis by substituting into equtions (4), (~), and (6) the

-.

measured values of certain characteristics of each mode. In this way,
a number of simultaneous eqwtions sre obtained from which the stability
derivatives may be obtsined. The details of the procedure are now
described.

Methcd of solution

Tabulation of known and unlmown quantities in the equations.- It is
pasible to make ground measurements of sJJ_pertinent mass characteristics
of an airplane. (See ref. 6.) Furthermore,-the ~r density smd the trim
lift coefficient sre easily obtained. Theoretically, all the ch=acter-
istics of each mode of motion could be measured in flight. This informa-
tion includes the value of the root D and the ratios @/~ and ~/~ or
some derivative of these quantities. These values may be substituted into
equations (4), (!5),and (6) to yield three equations for each nonoscil-
latory mode. The Dutch roll mcd.eyields six equations inasmuch as the
real and imaginary parts of the equations must equal zero seprately.
Under these conditions, 12 equations could be written to determine the
nine unknown stability derivatives, namely, ~Yp> CnP> %p> CYPJ c%>

Ctpy cYr~ Cnr> ad czr- Because the ntier of eqpa.tionsavailable is
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greater than the number of unknowns, several alternative procedures may
*

be used for determining the unknowns. Some of the equations may be omitted
from the analysis or some of the qusmtities measurable in flight describing G
the modes of-moticm may be eliminated. In practice, not all the flight
measurements can be made with equal ease or accuracy. Elimination of the
measurements which yield the least accurate results would therefore appear
to be desirable. For the present, one particular set of measurable quanti-
ties is assumed in order to illustrate the method of solution. l?Wther
investigation to determine the set of measurable qusxtcitieswhich yields
the most accurate results would be desirable. The assumption is made that
all the characteristics of the Dutch roll mode will be used but that, for
the roll-subsidence and spiral modes, only the roots and not the ratios
of the variables will be utilized. The following quantities are considered
as knowns and UdQ10W12S:

Type of measurement frown qumtities Wbown quantities

Dutch ro~ Dl,rjDl,i,(@/~) 1,(w/B) 1 N~e

Roll subsidence D2 (@/02, (Dy/~)2

Spiral.motion
‘3 (@/I$5, (DW/B)3

General NoneKX2,~2,K~jPj CL

Stability derivatives None ‘%~JcnP~c2P~cypj

Cnp>%pYcYrJ%lr}

c Zr

Thus, there are 13 unknowns and 12 equations.

Solution of equations.- Since in the case under consideration the

.

.

number of equations is less than the nuuiberof unlumwns, some assumption
is necess~- to reduce the ntiber of unknomis. Expexx&ce has sh= that
the values of ~p and ~r may often be neglected in calculating the

lateral motion. It is therefore assumed in the present analysis that
these quantities equal zero. A calculation to show the errors introduced
by this.assumptio.ris given in a later section.

Substitution of the known quantities into equations (4) to (6) yields
U relations, but one of these, the side-force equation for the Dutch roll
imaginsry quantities, is neglected inasmuch as it involves only known
quantities if Cyp and Cyr are assumed to be equal to zero. The other

11 equations suffice to determine the 11 remaining unlumwns. The method
of solving the equations is arbitrary, but the proced~e outuned in the
following section has been found to be convenient in practice.

—

—

-.
-.

—..— —

—
.
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For the purpose of the present report, actual flight measurements
were not used to obtain the values of the ‘*knownquantities’!listed in
the preceding table. Instead, numerical values were chosen for the sta-
bility derivatives, mass parameters, and operating conditions of three
representative airplanes. These values sre listed in table 1. These
selected values were then used to calculate the characteristics of the
resultant mcdes of lateral motion. These characteristics, given in
table II, were then used to supply the “known quantities” listed in the
preceding table and were used as the starting point in the determination
of the derivatives by the present method. This procedure assures that a
consistent set of lmown quantities are used and, in the subsequent error
analysis, allows study of the effects of errors in one measurable qusntity
at a time. The practical problems of developing procedures for making
flight measurements and for working w the desired characteristics from
flight data are not discussed in the present report.

The procedure for solving the 11 simultaneous equations is now dis-
cussed. IIsuallythe eqyations will be solved numerically rather them in
symbolic form. A numerical exemple is given in the appendix. In the
folluwing equations, algebraic combinations of known quantities have been
represented by & (n varies from 1 to 39) for the sake of brevity.

. These K values have been worked out in terms of the kmwn quantities,
but because the resulting expressions sre long and because they are not
needed in a numerical solution, they are not presented here. The fol-“
lowing procedure in terms of algebraic synibolsshould be used simply as
an outline of the order to be followed in solving the equations. The
numerical example given in the appendix shows the actual procedure and
illustrates how the numerical results may be obtained without specific—
expression for the K values.
relations sxe obtained:

Equations for imaginary part of

-k-

Frm the Dutch roll rode, the following

Dutch roil male:

#2rKl‘%

&%K3 +K4

Equations for real part of Dutch roll mode:

-~P+K5=0

-C2B - $ZPK6 - $%9

‘CnP - ~~ - *rKlo

= o

= o

+%=o

+K~=O

(7)

(8)

(9)

(lo)

(n)
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k

Prdn these equations, the derivative ~a is found and the Vaues Of

CZB, Cnp, CZP, and c% msY

as”shown in the appendix.

The solution of the Dutch
vector method of reference 3.
two of the derivatives such as

be detedpned in terms of Clr and C% k

roll equations is very similar to the
In the method of reference 3, values of
c% and CZr sre assumed. The remaining

derivatives may thenbe de-termined=byplotting vector diagrsms representing
the equations of motion for the Dutch ro~ mode. The closure of the vector
diagrams is the graphical equivalent of setting the real and imaginary
parts of the Dutch rolJ-equations equal to zero. In the present method,
by using the roll-subsidence and spiral u.well as the Dutch roll character-
istics, all the important derivatives are evaluated.

The equations fram the roll-subsidence mwle maybe put in the fol-
lowing form. In these equations, the K-values are functions only of the
known wantities, and the previously derived relations have been used to

(?)2“4?92+’13 = O

)
’16 +K17czr +K18 = ~

)’21 ‘K22c%+~3=0

(E}

(13)

(14)

eliminated from equations (12),

(13), and (14) to obtain a relation between c%
and C

%?

Clr + %kc~ +%5 = 0 (15)

.

“

Likewise, the equations from the spiral mode may be put in the following .

form:

.
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(+),(%+++
The values of ()MT3 ‘d

)K30 -f-K31C2r +

)
K315 + K36%p +

eliminated frcm

K52 = O

K37 = O

u

(16)

(17)

(18)

equations (16),

(17), and (18) to obtain another relation between Clr and ~

(19)Ctr + ‘38C% + K39 = o

Equations (15) and (19) may be solved simultaneously to obtain c+

and Czr. Finally, the derivatives ~tp).
determined frcxnthe equations derived from

.
DISCUSSION

cnp, Cb, ad C% ma; be

equtions (7) to (I-1).

Probable Errors in &asurements

The entire discussion to this point has been based on the premise of
precisely determinable values. Since flight research at best is an
inexact science, some kqowledge of the errors likely to be involved in
the measurement of the so-called %mwn” quantities appears to be in
order. The errors depend, of course, on the accuracy of instrumentation
emplwed, the reading accuracy, md the technique of making the flight
measurements.

The spiral root is usually the most clifficult to measure. A method
of measuring the characteristics of the spiral mode is given in refer-
ence 7. The spiral root for a fighter airplane, for which the time to
double smplitude was about 30 seconds, was measured to an estimated
~9-percent error; however, it would be expected that, as the root
approaches zero, the percent error would increase. Errors in the measure-
ment of the spiral root are expected to be more of an absolute type of
error than a percentage error.

.
In order to make a preliminary assessment of the results, the fol-

lqwing r~es of errors, based on flight experience with the type of
instrumentation employed by the NACA, may be used as a rough guide. -
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Quantity Error

Dutch roll period, percent *5
Dutch roll dsmping, percent &3
Amplitude ratios, (W/P) 1 and (@/P) 1, percent *5

Phase angle Of (W/B)l =d (@/P)l, deg +6

Roll-subsidence root, percent *6
q, deg *1
Mass and inertia characteristics,percent +2

The mass and inertia characteristics can be measured accurately on
the Wound for a known loading condition, but in flight they me subject
to &certainty because of errors in the &asurement of fuel consumption.

In order to determine the effect of errors in the flight measurements,
calculations were made for three airplanes of low, medium, and high rela-
tive densities. The stability derivatives, operating conditions, and mass
parameters which were chosen are typical of the particular class of air-
plane. These values sre listed in table 1. These selected values were
then used to calculate the characteristics of the resultant modes of
lateral.motion. (See table 11.)

Each flight or ground measurable quantity in turn was varied from
the correct value end used to recalculate the stability derivatives by
the method given. The results of these calculations are shown in fig-
ures 2 to 8. Thus, for exsmple, in figure 2, a ~-percent error in p
alone (with all the other measurable flight quantities correct) causes
%P to be calculated as -0.73 rather than -0.69 and C

%
to be calculated

as -0.03 rather than as -0.025 for the airplane with the low relative
density.

.

that

Errors in Derivatives

Static stability derivatives.- lIxsminationof figures 2 to 8 shows
the static stability derivatives CYB, CZB, and CnB mej in gener~j

not unduly sensitive to errors in the measured data. The”percent error in
these derivatives is usual= about the same or less than that in a given
measured quantity. The errors usually increase smewhat as the value of
y increases. One exception is the relative~ high sensitivity of ~

B
to the phase angle of ~/~ for the Dutch roll mcde (fig. 6).

A surprising result is the insensitivity of Cn to the frequency of
.

the Dutch roll Dl,i. (See fig. 7.) The frequency !s usually considered
to be proportional to the square root of Cn

P
for constant values of the .
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other derivatives. In the present example,
tions of the other derivatives, especially

13

the large simultaneous varia-
c%, probably account for the

small vsriation of Cn .
P

It is not Iamwn whether this result would be
found in all cases.

Damping derivatives.- The damping derivatives c2P w Cnr become

progressively more difficult to determine as the value of v increases.
This result is related to the fact that the dsmping derivatives have less
effect on the motion as v increases. Accurate determination of these
derivatives is therefore less important at higher values of ~. For the
range of v considered, reasonably accurate measurements of c2p were

obtained. The value of ~ can be determined only for the airplanes

with low and medium relative density.

Cross derivatives.- The cross derivatives Czr and c
%?

are evi-

dently the most difficult to obtain accurately. The value of Czr is

well-defined for the airplane with the low relative density but rather
poorly defined for the airplanes with medium and high relative density.
The value of ~p is not determined tith reasonable accuracy for any of

the cases. It is greatly affectedly errors in Dutc,hroll perid and
in the phase singlesof I@/~ and D~/~.

Effect of Side-Force

A check was made to determine the
force rate derivatives Cyr and Cyn

Rate Derivatives

effects of variations in the side-
which were assumed to equal zero

in the previous analysis. In practi~e, the values of ~r and Cy ~mw

lie in the range from dbout 0.3 to -0.3. The values of all the other
derivatives were calculated wtth these values for Cyr and Cyp. The

results of these calculations are shawn in figure 9. The derivative ~
r

has very little or no effect on any of the other derivatives. The deriva-
tive ~ has a small effect on ~ and C for all thee airplanes

P P %
and a small or no effect for the other derivatives. In view of these
results it appears that a sll.ghtimprovement in accuracy could be gained
by using an estimated value for Cyp in the analysis rather thanby
assuming it to be zero.

Effect of an Error in ~

The sepsrate errors assumed in the quantities D@/~ and D#/~ ~
be considered as errors in I@ and Dv. If it is assumed, however, that
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an error exists in the magnitude or phase angle of ~, both D@/~ end
D$/j3 will be affected in the same way. Additional caculs,tions have been
made, therefore, to determine the effects of the conibinederrors in these
quantities which would result from an error in ~ and the results of
these calculations sre given in figure 10. The derivative CyB is highly

sensitive to the phase angle ~ but shows Mttle sensitivity ~o the magni-
tude of $. The derivatives Clr>

c%’- c%
become progressively

more sensitive as the value of p increases whereas cl~~ czp~ ‘d Cn
P

for all three airplanes show very small or no sensitivity to ~.

Improvements In the Method

Measurement of Cy .- A deficiency in the method described is the

sensitivity of Cy@ to an error in the phase angle ~/P. (See fig. 6.)

The source of this”error may be seen by exsmining the side-force equation
for the Dutch roll mode. (See eq. (4).) Since C&e is the only unknown

involved, this equation alone

-Cyp + 2@l,r

Since 11$/~ is almost a pure
in the phase angle affect the

P
is required for its determination.

.—

(20)

imaginary quantity (see table II), changes
real part of this quantity directly. This

.

value is then multipkled by the large factor p which introduces errors —

in Cyp.

An alternate method of determining ~P, pointed out in reference 3,

is to measure lateral acceleration

The value
% by==’ ‘f tre??t~~ch

~ gives the sum of the terms @D+2p~

according to equation (20) equals CY . In addition, the use of this
B

procedure may allow determination of D~/13 to a higher degree of accuracy
than wouldbe possible by measurements of DV and ~ directly.

v

Alternate sets of flight measurements.- The set of flight measurements
discussed in the present report is not necessarily the best for smy particu-
lar airplme. Since determination of C% by the present method requires

extreme accuracy in the measurements, it is likely that the use of addi- .

tional data, such as the value of D@/13 for the roll-subsidence mode,
would allow more accurate determination of ._Cn. Preliminary calculations

P .
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indicate that greater accuracy in the measurement of Cnp can be obtained

by this methd.

Another possibility which may prove desirable in some cases is elimina-
tion of measurements of the spiral.mode and substitution of more ccmplete
data on the roll-sribsidencemcde. Accurate determination of the spiral
characteristics is difficult in some airplanes because of the changes in
lateral trim causedby motion of fuel in wing tanks or because of the
tendency of wings to take a s~ght twist.due to
following application of lateral control.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

structural hysteresis

A method is presented for determining latersJ stability derivatives
from flight measurements. This method uti~zes data from each of the
three mcd.esof lateral motion and allows determination of all the important
stability derivatives. An error aalysis is made to show the effects of
errors in the measured quantities on the accuracy of each stability deriva-
tive for three representative airplanes.

The static stability derivatives ~P, CZP, and Cn may be deter-
P

mined.with gocd accuracy by the proposed method. The damping deriva-
tives Clp and Cnr become progressive~ more difficult to determine

as the value of the airplane density factor w increases. The values of
the cross-rate derivatives

Clc
and C

%
are the most difficult to obtain

accurately. The value of C% is well-defined for low values of w but

is poorly defined at medium or high values of p. The value of C%

is not determined with sufficient accuracy for any of the cases studied.

The proposed mthd may ‘bemcdified to utilize different sets of
flight measurements without changing the basic procedure. Improvements

in the accuracy of determination of some of the derivatives might result
frcinthe use of different sets of flight measurements.

Iangley Aeronautical I&boratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

I.emgleyField, Vs., May 7, 1957.
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The data given for the
in the exsmple. Values are
of the text.

APPENDIX

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

fighter airplane in tables I and II.are used
substituted into equations (4), (5), and (6)

Imaginary Part of Dutch Roll Mode

The side-force equation disappears because the two unknowns ~p

and Cy are assumed to be equal to zero. The ro~ing-mment equation
r

is:

- 9zp(o.lo3i) - *lr(-o.302i) + 2(13) (-0.0354 + o.304i) [(-o.m +

o:lo3i)(o.o171) - (0.0100 - o.302i)(o)l s o
J

In the products
o.304i)(o.oloo -

(0.0354 +0.3@@(- O.211+0.103i) and (-0.0354 +
0.302i), only the Imaginary parts

-o.0515ic
%

+o.153iczr + o.0302i

are useti. ‘- -—

= 0

(Al)
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The yating-mment equation is:

,

.

.

.

-%?(%),,,+=4$9,,i+’+%kz’-(%=]‘0

- *h(o.lo3i) - &%(-0 .302i) + 2(13) (-0.0354 + 0.304i)[(0.0100 -

0.302i) (0.0492) - (-o.211 + o.lo3i) (o)] = o

Again, in the prcducts (-0.0354+ 0.304i)(0.0100 -O.302i) and
(-0.0354 + 0.304i)(-O.211 + 0.103i), only the imaginary psrts me used.

-o.0515ic~ +o*151ic4 +o.o175i = o

c+ = 0.340C% - 0.u6 (A’)

Real Part of Dutch Roll Mode

The side-force equation is:

If the following equalities sre used,
equation may be followed with ease.

the substitution

()
~D1,r + 2p ~

P 1,

.

in the side-force
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Substituting the values in the side-force equation gives:

<

-~P +o+O+2(13)(-0.03~) +2(13)(0.0100) -0.0 ::”:;9++0;1;:i
. . )

In the quotient of
(

-0.211 + o.lo3i

)-0.0354 +o.304i ‘
only the real part is used; thus,

-%B - 0“69 = 0

Cy = -0.69
P

(A3)

The rolling-mment equation is:

‘c2ti*%(?)1,~*Zr(%)l,~ @D1[($)~2-(?)~W] ‘0

.

●

-Cz - $#o.211) - &Zr(O.OlOO) +2(13) (-o.0354 +0.304i)[(-O.2U +
P

o.lo3i)(o.o171) - (0.0100 - o.302i) (o)] = o

In the products (-0.0354 +0.w4i)(-O.211 +0.103i) and (-0.0354+
o.304i)(o.oloo - 0.302i), only the real parts sre used; thus,

-Czp + 0.M6CZ - 0.005CZ - o.olo~= o
P r

Stistituting the value of
c%

frcm equation (Al) gives:

0.585
)

- o.oogJzr - 0.0105= o .-czp + 0.106(2.90CZ -
r

Cz = o.300czr - 0.0720 (A4) .
B
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The yating-mcmen-tequation is:

~B - 3%(-0.2U) --c ~%(O.O1OO) + 2(13),(-

19

[
3.0354 + o.304i) (0.0100 -

0.302i)(0.0492) 1-(-0.211+0.103i) (0) =0

Intheprducts (-0.0354+ 0.304i)(0.0100 - 0.302i) and (-0.0354 +
0.~4i)(-O.211 + 0.103i), only the real parts me used; thus,

-~p + 0.106C% - 0.0Q5C% + 0.u6 = O

Substituting the value of
‘+

frcm equation (A2) gives:

-Cn
P

+ O.106c
‘h- (

0.005 O.*OC!np - 0.u6) + o.IJ_6= O

= o. 103C
cnP %?

+ o.117 (A5)

#

Roll Stisidence

The side-force equation is:

-~, -%,(%)2-%.(%)2+2@’++($J-(;):.=0

M2-(?)$%5)=00.69 + O + O + 2(13) (-0.499) + 2(13) ~

(A6)

,.,
.,-
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The rolling-moment equation is:

k Q +2(.,)(-o*4~)~):o*-(9:0:-’% -92P(??2 -2 JP)2

Substitutions from equations (Al), (A4.),and (A6) give:

-(o.3ooc~-o.0720) - *(2. goclr -
o%p’(~), - ““’] -

[ 1$2r$q2 + 2(13) (0.499) 1’3(:)2 - ‘6.5 (0.0171) = o‘\

(12.8 - w
)()

265czr —
P,

- 5.95 + 12xzr = o

=0

()‘~ . -.5*93 + @xz
r

2 -12.8 + 265c2r
(A7)

The yawing-moment equation is:

[()2● -(+)$’:-%-%(%)2-$4$2‘2(’’)(-0049)? ‘004’2) = o
.

.
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Substituting the values obtained from equations (A2), (As), and (A6)
gives:

(- 0. I03C
% +~=q - &~3(~)2 - 86=5] -@jJo.340c% - o.lq+

()(2)(13)(-0.499) f (0.0492) = O
2

(-9..7% - 0.58)(’)2+43.,% - 0.117= o

()g
-o.117 +43.3

%
132=

(A8)
o.% + 91.7c~

Ehibstitutethe value of (~/B) a frmn eqpation (A7) into equation (A8).

-%95 + =%~ -o.117 -r-43.3C
%?

J2.8 + 265c~ = 0.58 + 91.7%

103.5cZ + 8.63
%

-4.95 = o
r

Spiral Motion

The side-force equation is:

-%, - k[~)3 - ~(?j3 +W++(f)j-4!3=0

(A9)

() (0.69 + o + o + 2(13) (-0.0000725) + 2(13) f - 0.o,1
)(~)

26(T), +’~[f),+o”6:=o~”=725’ B’,=o
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The rolling-moment equation is:

-c%-%(2)3-$4$3‘@D3

- 0.0265

-’zfi-%3(93-$4?)3+
2(13)(-o*o~0725’[(%);0*-(?);O’]=O

Wbstituting the values obtained from equations (Al), (A4), and (no)
gives:

. ●

)(
●

)( )
. -0.585 $ -

$;2i::2:;:::~(?):000:7:=o

(

@
)( )

17.0Czr +0.292 ~ - 0.300C7r + 0.0720 = o
3

()
@ 0.0720 - 0.300C

h?
T5= -0.292 - 17.0c%

(All)

*

.
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The yawing-ma~t eqpation is:

-% -%($, -5%(?), +*’’3~),~2- (?);=]

‘%, -~%(?$, -~(?), [()
+ 2(13)(-0.0000725) ~ (0.492)

P~

23

-()]3!
B~

(o) = o

Wbstituting the values from equtions (W), (A5), and (AIO) gives:

(5.4C% @
)( )

- 2.20
P3

- O.ogg
%

- 0.U.9 = o

()2P
-0.llg - O.oggc

%
p ~ = 2.20 -3.4- (Al’)

Substitute the value of (I@/f3)3 from eqwtion (K@ into equation (AZ?)
to obtain

0.0720 - o.3ooc~ -0.llg - 0. Oggcn
r =

-0.292 - 17.0c2r 2.20 - 5.40C
%

-2.68CZ - 0.42oc
r %

+ 0.124

c% = -0.157cnp + 0.046 (A13)
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Stistitute the value of CZr from equation (A13) into equation (A9)

(
103.5 -o. Pj7~ +0.046

)+ 806’% - 40”= 0

-7.67% -0.19 = O

%
= -0.025

Substitute the value of
%

into eq=tion (AI-3)to obtain

Czr = -0.157(-0.025) + 0.046

clr = o.o~

Substitute the value of Czr into eqwtion (Al) to obtain

C~ =2.90(0.05) -0.585

c1 = -0.44
P

Stistitute the value of C
%

into eqution (A2) to obtain

c+ = o.3h(-o.025) - 0.u6

Substitute the value of Clr

Czp =

%=
-0.125

into equation (A4) to obtain

0.30(0.05) -0.072

c1 =
F

-0.057

.

.

.
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Ehibstitutethe vslue of
%?

into eqwtion (A5) to obtain

CnP = 0.103(-0.025) +o. nT

%$ = o.115
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TABLE I

CEMRACTERISTIC!SOF REPRESENTATIVE AIRPLANES USED IN CUCUIATIONS

Chsxs.cteristic Fighter hkdium Botier High-altitude fighter

V* *****.- 13.0 31.83 182
KX20C 0.0.. 0.0171 0.0311_ 0.01557

~? . . . . . . 0.0492 0.072 0.156
K~. . . . . . . o 0 0.OQ20

c!~. o..... 0.071 0.443 0.49
h,ft. . . . . . 33,000 50,000
V, ft/6ec . . . . 70; 700 776
-b,ft. . . . . ● 41.6 116 25

%P ”””*””” -0.69 -0.61 -0.9

Cyp. ● . . . . . 0 0 0

Cyr. . . . . . . 0 0 0

c~ . . . ● ● . ● -0.0573 -0.14 -0.18

$“”””””
-0.44 -0.44 -0.33

0.149Clr. .. e... 0.05 0.22

%p ”***””” o.115 0.12 0.25

%
. . . . . . . -0.025 0.0276 -0.049

%r . . . . . . . -o.1.25 -o.1* -0.68
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Pall.
Dm.ch roll

mu S@mll IWwh roll
9piral

D.rt.2h roll
Roll S@ml

Slllmideme motion nnbsitie rmt.icm Sutdidfmce Rat&m

mm= qLo -0.03% * o.- -0.1+993 -o.ccm725 -0.2.U3+ O.lomi *.77 -0.WT 0.01003- O.w=i 0.33T3 l.a

Mm 31.83 -0.W44T * o.16~ -ma 4.cxxJllg -o.?l~+ 0.2B281 4.5 aog> O.mw - O.lm -o.117’7 1.*
~

m
BMi+xm m o.ccK@ * O.oay -!MM.ul -0.- -0.197+ 0.3743 2.75 -0.W

ci@-k-

0.033=5- o.c&2i -OS@ 0.656

, .
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Figure 1.- Stabillty axes system employed with positive direction of
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